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A Thin Ice Member’s Tribute to Carl Ridd
point, which was, as Carl
believed so passionately,
to build strong and selfCarl Ridd was a member of Thin Ice, the
confident young people
small group of citizen activists who in the
through the sheer fun and
mid-1990s successfully opposed the
joy and challenge of
expenditure of many tens of millions of
active involvement in
scarce public dollars to subsidize the
sport. In fact, as one of
Winnipeg Jets.
our members said, only
Carl was much, much more, of course.
half-jokingly when Thin
He was a much-beloved university
Ice met over beer and
teacher; a founder of Project Peacemakers,
pizza to talk about and
and an indefatigable opponent of military
remember Carl: “I always
violence; an active and very knowledgeable
wanted Thin Ice to chalenvironmentalist; a United Church minister.
lenge the Tories to a game
At his memorial service numerous people
of pick-up hockey or bascame forward to describe how Carl had
“Truth to Power”: In his last public action, Carl
ketball — we win, they
helped them through personal crises. It is
addresses the February 15 anti-war rally from
don’t build the arena. I’m
truly remarkable how many lives Carl Ridd
sure we would have won.”
touched, and in how many different ways.
the steps of the provincial Legislature.
I think he’s right.
We knew Carl in each of these ways,
Carl never did anything passively — even
Thin Ice was a small group. How
but we knew him best as our fellow member
while reading he was passionately active in
could our vision of social justice prevail
of Thin Ice. It was the view of Thin Ice that
the search and struggle for truth and justice.
over the corporate vision of the city’s most
the many tens of millions of public dollars
Carl Ridd was one of a kind. He was
wealthy and powerful business people?
needed to subsidize Winnipeg’s NHL team
generous, thoughtful, optimistic. Oh, how
Well, we did — in no small measure due to
could be better spent elsewhere. We weren’t
he was optimistic! Early in our efforts Thin
Carl. We met early every Tuesday morning
opposed to sport — how could we be with
Ice called what we hoped would be a large
at the University of
Carl in our midst? Carl is
public meeting. Only one person came. The
a member of Canada’s How could our vision of Winnipeg — “those insane
of us were deflated. Carl was elated.
early-morning meetings,”
Basketball Hall of Fame,
social justice prevail as one us recalled — to rest
He talked to that single brave soul at length
known first and foremost
and then reported joyfully to us that the
to many Winnipeggers of over the corporate vision plan our strategy. Carl was
man was a fountain of knowledge and the
usually a bit late, maybe
his generation as “King
of the city’s most
evening was obviously an overwhelming
because he had misplaced
Carl.” To the end of his
wealthy and powerful that little scrap of paper on success! We rolled our eyes, and wearily
life Carl coached in a
returned the chairs. But Carl was right.
kids’ basketball league at business people? Well, which he wrote all his
That solitary soul became Thin Ice’s “Deep
appointments, and invarithe inner city’s Rossbrook
Throat,” calling Carl constantly to provide
House, melding his com- we did — in no small ably arrived with an article
mitment to social justice
measure due to Carl. he had photocopied, which us with invaluable inside information about
the many nefarious deals and schemes
we all had to read. But no
with his love of sport, just
being hatched by our well-heeled but
article Carl passed along came simply as it
as he did with us in Thin Ice.
increasingly desperate corporate and govwas written. Carl underlined the important
So, not surprisingly, Carl and Thin Ice
ernment opponents.
points, double-underlined what he considpointed out the irony in Winnipeg’s thenWe are struck particularly by Carl’s
ered the outrageous claims, running commayor cutting the budget for kids’ hockey
tenacity, by his sheer doggedness in pursuit
mentary in small handwriting that began in
rinks at the very moment the City and
of social justice. He just never gave up,
the margin and worked its way around the
Province were paying for the ever-growing
corner and up the other margin of the page.
losses of the Jets. It simply missed the
Please see “Carl,” page two.
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The Definition
of a Christian

The passing of my dear courageous friend
Carl Ridd has left us all sad and anguishing over this enormous loss. The last time
I spoke to Carl was a couple of weeks ago
when he called me from the hospital. We
reflected sadly on the inevitability of war.
We discussed world affairs, talked about
our families and of our mutual passion for
justice and peace. As always we managed
to laugh together, empowering one another
with humour and prayer. He said he had a
surprise for me, as he was writing about
current situation in Iraq. I pray he was able
to finish his piece.
The Muslim community of Winnipeg
has lost a great friend. His compassion
toward us through many trials was selfless
and genuine. He was always the first to call
and to offer support.
Carl personified the Quran’s definition of a Christian — he was a learned man
who respected people of knowledge. He
was a humble man and approached all people with humility, and he was a simple man
who did not seek worldly wealth.
I am thankful and privileged to have
had him as a friend and a teacher. He was
a man of conviction with a strong sense of
morality. He inspired his fellow activists
and gave us strength to carry on. It would
not be an exaggeration to state that the justice and peace movement in Winnipeg has
been orphaned.
Carl edited and published a newsletter called the Eye Opener. Let us
honour him by reflecting on his
words from one of his latest editorials:
“Wars, rumours of wars,
response to terrorism more devastating than the terror itself, and
more long-lived, infinite deceit as to
purpose, media as blatant propagandist, incessant jingoism, thinly disguised racism, pollution of land,
water and air, radical climate
change threatening Earth’s stability,
loss of biodiversity and forests,
theft of resources from the world’s
poor by mega-corporations, scandalously enlarged poverty gaps at
home and worldwide, “trade”
agreements that steal from weaker
members, governments that do not
govern, brutal suppression of dissent; and, underneath it all, the scurry of money and power, especially
by those who have it already.”
—Shahina Siddiqui
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Carl Ridd Remembered
Continued from page one.
never even slowed down, literally to the
end of his life. Nor was he dour and sour
about the injustices of life. Carl lived joyously and passionately. It’s an admirable
way to live a life. As Carl would have
wanted and expected, every single one of
the members of Thin Ice continues to work,
each in our own way, for social justice. We
know how exhausting this struggle can be.
We know the feelings of futility that can
come with siding, as Carl so often did,
against the rich and powerful. Sometimes
it’s hard to go on. Carl always went on. He
never gave up. Retirement was scarcely a
blip in his struggle for social justice. Even
in his last days he actively opposed the
attack on Iraq from his hospital bed.
Thin Ice was an important and happy
part of our lives, and, we believe, of Carl’s.

“There is no
way to peace;
peace is the
way.”
—A.J.Muste
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We “spoke truth to power,” as Carl liked to
put it, and we, the citizens of the city and
the province, won, as Carl so often did. He
inspired us to carry on the fight, and, like
so many in this city, none of us will ever
forget him.
Jim Silver is a professor of Politics at the
University of Winnipeg, past chair of the
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives —
Manitoba, and a member of Thin Ice. This
article is based on the discusssion that took
place among the members of Thin Ice when
they met recently over beers to remember
Carl Ridd.

Peace Works: Missile Defense Doesn’t

22nd Annual Walk for Peace targets Canadian participation in U.S. missile plans
by Ed Janzen
About 250 Winnipeggers braved 30degree-plus temperatures and blazing sunlight to march through the downtown on
Saturday, June 14, in Winnipeg’s 22nd
annual Walk for Peace.
March numbers didn’t come anywhere
close to the 20,000 to 30,000 marchers who
used to come out to peace walks in the Cold
War days of the 1980s, when the first of the
marchers would be returning even as the last
ones were starting out. But members of the
No War Coalition (Manitoba), which
assumed the responsibility for organizing
this year’s Walk, were pleased with the several-fold increase over the turnouts of the
past few years, where sometimes less than a
hundred faithful marched along in the rain.
The theme of this year’s Walk was
“Peace Works, Missile Defense Doesn’t,” a
theme selected to express opposition to the
Canadian government’s apparent over-willingness to consider signing on to the United
States’ plans for a ballistic missile defense
system — a plan opposed by a majority of
Canadians. Critics of missile defense point
out that not only is the U.S. plan incredibly
expensive and unlikely to function as
planned, it also ignores the fact that no
country in the world — including the
nuclear powers — could even dream of
contesting American military might. Any
nation foolish enough to launch a nuclear
ballistic-missile on the U.S. mainland
would ensure its own total destruction.
Songs and chants punctuated the route
of the walk, with the drumming of the
Women’s Tribe, an Aboriginal drum ensemble, present throughout. Colourful placards
and banners waved in the air, and an especially huge, red banner brandished by members of the Manitoba Cuba Solidarity
Committee warned the U.S. to keep its
“Hands Off Cuba!”
This years Walk was undoubtedly the
first one to be made to pass — in its entirety — through an Israeli-style checkpoint set
up near the end of the route by members of
the Canada-Palestine Support Network —
Winnipeg, a direct action intended to raise
awareness about illegal restrictions on freedom of movement imposed every day by
the Israeli Defense Forces on civilian men,
women and children in the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip. CanPalNet members

dressed in army fatigues passed out literature to marchers and pointed neon-green
and -orange super-soakers at other members wearing Palestinian keffiyeh scarves
kneeling on the pavements with hands on
their heads. A banner overhead proclaimed
“Welcome to Occupied Palestine!”
(Anyone interested in learning more about
Israeli checkpoints and the effects they
have on the lives of Palestinians should
visit the International Checkpoint Watch
website, at www.canadazone.com/icw.)
Following the Walk, marchers basked
in the sunlight in Memorial Park and listened to this year’s Walk speaker — Bruna
Nota, president of Conscience Canada and
past president of the Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom — as well
as a variety of entertainers, including the
Women’s Tribe and singer-songwriters
Greg MacPherson and Jay Ewert.
Marchers were thankful for the free
chick-pea curry, rice and canned drinks generously provided for yet another year by
members of Winnipeg’s
Sikh Society.
A variety of political parties and peaceand
justice-based
groups — including
Project Peacemakers
— set up tables to distribute
literature,
encourage people to
sign petitions and sell
a variety of merchandise items.
Later that evening,
Walk speaker Bruna
Nota
delivered
a
thought-provoking talk
on the subject of conscientious objection to
the use of taxation for
military purposes to an
audience at Mondragón
Book Store and Coffee
House. Readers can
find much more information on the subject at
the Conscience Canada
website, at www. c o nsciencecanada.ca.

Above: Walk speaker Bruna Nota
speaks to a Mondragón audience
Saturday evening.
Below: Walk departs Legislature.
Bottom: Project Peacemakers
board chair Ernie Penner carries
the group’s banner. Note massive
Cuba banner in background.
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“No!” to Ballistic Missile Defense
What is Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD)?
BMD is a system intended to defend
U.S. territory from limited attacks of tens of
missiles armed with nuclear, chemical, or
biological weapons. Phase one is planned to
be completed by 2005; the whole system as
early as 2010. Most of the world thinks it’s
a bad idea. Here are five reasons why:
BMD will break important tre a t i e s
and start a new nuclear arms race.
Defence shields like the proposed
BMD system can spur an arms race if
opposing nations scramble to develop new
weapons systems to penetrate the shield.
Many countries object strongly that this
"Son of Star Wars" program violates the
1972 Anti Ballistic Missile (ABM) treaty
between the U.S. and Russia, long regarded
as the cornerstone of international security.
Both China and Russia have said they will
increase their nuclear arsenals if the U.S.
goes ahead with NMD, provoking the
world’s nuclear nations to retain their
nuclear weapons on high alert.
Most of the world doesn’t want it.
Russia, China, India, Britain and other
European nations have warned that NMD
threatens to dissolve the Anti-Ballistic
Missile (ABM) treaty, which they consider
the anchor of world nuclear stability and
thus essential to their own military security.
The U.S. wants to gain Canadian support to
avoid becoming isolated internationally.
The threat to the U.S. is imaginary.
BMD advocates cite the threat that a
“rogue state” like Iran, Libya, or North
Korea could launch a nuclear-tipped ballistic missile at the United States as early as
2005. This could be the case, however, such
a country would have to be bent on national suicide to contemplate a missile attack
against the U.S.

The U.S. has about 2,000 intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) available for
immediate response to any missile attack
and would destroy any aggressor nation
many times over. Moreover, any country
wanting to launch a terrorist attack on the
U.S. can do so more effectively via terrorist
methods, i.e. with a weapon hidden in a suitcase, or from a ship in a port.
As former foreign-affairs minister
Lloyd Axworthy has commented, the BMD
proposal has been oversold. Even if one
accepts that so-called “rogue states” pose a
threat, no system could be fully effective
against them. Promoting greater arms control and an international treaty regulating
the transfer of missile technology are far
more viable solutions.
We must reject the business argument for building this system.
Building new defensive weapons is
often less about defense and more about
money. U.S. defence contractors have been
smarting since the end of the Cold War, but
a new BMD system will cost at least U.S.
$60 billion.
To jettison decades of painstaking
progress in nuclear-arms control for such a
costly, misguided and, so far, unworkable
system to protect against remote threats
seems like simple madness. But what seems
to us like madness is sometimes, in fact,
simple business self-interest. Aerospace and
defense contractors have issued warnings
that “distinctive Canadian policies” would
anger the Bush Administration and lead to
painful forms of economic punishment.
Such fears are being mongered by various
Canadian business groups — what they
really fear, however, is losing this opportunity to make a buck.
The world has made much progress
on disarmament.
Why stop now?
We need to be conabout
“Al l ow the Pre s i d e nt to invade a neighbouring nat i o n cerned
whenever he shall deem it necessary to repel an invasion, BMD’s implicaand you allow him to do so whenever he may choose to say tions for arms control and disarmahe deems it necessary for such purpose, and you allow him
ment agreements.
to make war at pleasure. Study to see if you can fix any limit In addition to vioto his power in this respect, after having given him so much lating the 1972
as you propose. If today he should choose to say he thinks ABM
Treaty,
it necessary to invade Canada to prevent the British from which forbids the
invading us, how could you stop him? You may say to him, U.S. and Russia
‘I see no probability of the British invading us’; but he will from developing
nation-wide BMD
say to you,‘Be silent: I see it, if you don’t.’
—Abraham Lincoln, letter to a friend, February 15, 1848 systems, the BMD
plan would also

Abe Lincoln on Presidents and War
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Star Wars Weapon: Exoatmospheric
“Kill Vehicle” i nterce p tor, manufactured by Raytheon Corpo ration.
jeopardize the 2000 Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT), under which 187
nations, including the U.S., pledged themselves to an “unequivocal undertaking by the
nuclear weapon states to accomplish the
total elimination of their nuclear arsenals.”
NMD takes us in the opposite direction.
What can you do about BMD?
1. Learn more about the missiledefence proposals.
2. Let Canada’s political leaders know
you reject Canadian involvement in the
U.S.’s BMD plan.
3. Tell others why missile defence is a
dangerous idea.
4. Sign and circulate petitions opposing missile defence.
5. Write a letter to the editor of your
newspaper stating the case against Canadian
involvement in the U.S.’s BMD plan.
For more information:
Canadian Peace Alliance
www.acp-cpa.ca/NMDactions.htm
Project Ploughshares
www.ploughshares.ca
Greenpeace Stop Star Wars Campaign
www.stopstarwars.org
Union of Concerned Scientists
www.ucsusa.org/global_security/
missile_defense/index.cfm
Federation of American Scientists
www.fas.org/nsp/bmd/index.html
Global Network Against Weapons and
Nuclear Power in Space
www.globenet.free-online.co.uk

War Games — Then and Now
by Ed Halter
The U.S. military isn’t just about high-tech
warfare anymore. It’s also investing millions of dollars in high-tech entertainment.
One American theatre chain recently showcased a big-budget military promotional
film, beamed in via satellite, to boost national morale. Now, the army is courting new
recruits through state-of-the-art war-based
video games. Post-bust, it looks like new
media is quickly finding its place in the New
World Order.
For about a month beginning in midSeptember, attendees of Regal Cinemas
chains in Los Angeles, Denver, Knoxville
and New York were treated to a bit of
unabashedly patriotic agitprop, courtesy of
the U.S. military. Sporting the blockbuster
title Enduring Freedom: The Opening
C h a p t e r, the five-minute short is the first
military-produced promotional film to hit
commercial theatres since World War II.
Cut with T.V.-commercial rhythm and
set to a symphonic score that veers from
ominous to schmaltzy, this mini-movie flies
through a ratta-tat-tat barrage of images
from the world-spanning war on terror.
Jointly financed by the Marines and the
Navy with a $1.2-million budget, Enduring
Freedom follows the actions of anti-terrorist
squads stationed in the Indian Ocean and
Kabul, Afghanistan, as well as soldiers on
domestic bases. Thanks to director Klaus
Obermeyer Jr. and the rebelliously named,
Santa Monica-based production company
American Rogue Films, Enduring Freedom
rocks with guy-friendly, extreme-pop attitude. But there’s a soft side, too: Images of
teary-eyed, flag-waving military moms
evoke vintage early-nineties support-ourtroops yellow-ribbonism. The only overtly
violent footage is an opening clip of a jet
ramming into a WTC tower shamelessly
deployed to renew fear and thereby justify
everything else in the film.
Regal Cinemas Vice-President of
Communications Lauren Leff reports that
Enduring Freedom was shown free of
charge as a pilot for Regal’s Digital Content
Network, a satellite-delivered pre-show program that will ultimately serve extra advertising before features. Leff claims this film
was chosen to test the system “because it
was shot in high-definition.”
“The piece doesn’t ask anyone to make
a judgment or take an action,” one of the
film’s creators, Lieutenant Colonel James
Kuhn, told the Los Angeles Ti m e s. “It’s just
saying, you’re a taxpayer, here’s a meaningful look at the military.” A pleasant thought:

This is what we’re
up to, but don’t
bother saying or
doing
anything
about it. While the
film avoids the flatfooted hard-sell tactics of forties-era
newsreels, it favours
a more contemporary marketing tactic: a calculated
appeal to feelings
over facts. Billions
of defense dollars
are put on display in
Video games could challenge without either
this spectacle of
promoting militarism or advertising enlistment.
reassurance. You can
all feel safe, the film says, because our mil- America’s Army is achieved by offering
itary technology is so huge and totally cool. privileged glimpses from the front lines.
(Forget that the World Trade Center was Some of the backgrounds in the game are
lifted from video footage of Afghan landtaken down with box cutters.)
Not all viewers found the film comfort- scapes, and the site includes a “Stories of
ing. After the L.A. Times ran an item citing Afghanistan” weblog by an actual American
complaints about the short — including an soldier who “is also capturing ideas, facts
angry mother who objected to war footage and footage that may be used in future iterbefore the G-rated Christian children’s film ations of the America’s Army game.”
The relationship between cinema, gamJonah: A Veggie-Tales Movie — Regal
abruptly stopped showing Enduring ing and the military goes deeper than posiFre e d o m. Though a follow-up article in the tive images of soldier life. As French culturpaper described American Rogue Films as al critic Paul Virilio has argued, the histories
“furious” that the film had been pulled, Leff of warfare, optical sciences and visual entertainments have long been interconnected
says that the test period had simply ended.
Of course, the war on terror doesn’t through a common goal: the artificial extenmerely call for placating, feel-safe PR. Our sion of human sight, driven by an unquesall-volunteer force needs to persuade a new tioning faith in technology he terms “technogeneration to enlist. Enduring Freedom’s fundamentalism.” In the twentieth century,
production budget is only a fraction of the as Regal’s recent foray suggests, this has led
$7.5 million the army spent on its latest Gen- to the film industry and the military freY recruiting tool, America’s Army: quently feeding off each others’ innovations.
Operations. A free PC game available from Virilio also pegs the modern obsession with
GoArmy.com since July 4, 2002, America’s the goal of “pure war,” a dream of clean, surArmy has so far met with remarkable success. gical war between disembodied technologies
Some of the numerous articles covering it that seeks to remove human casualty from
have reported over 2.5 million downloads in the equation. He likens it to the absurd image
its first two months, and its cutting-edge of a conversation between two answering
design has garnered several gaming industry machines, and sees this utopian ideal of
awards. A first-person “tactical shooter” that absolute safety as a rationale for more
runs players though highly detailed boot- extreme systems of control.
War as a game is an ancient metaphor.
camp training and several contemporary missions, it was developed by the Naval Chess and Go may have had their roots as
Postgraduate School’s MOVES (Modeling, early stabs at virtual battle. Strategy board
Virtual Environments and Simulation) games like Risk and role-playing games like
Institute in Monterey, California, as part of its Dungeons & Dragons evolved from the
new Videogame Research and Development early-nineteenth-century Kriegsspiel, which
Facility, also known as the War Games Lab. was used as an aid for Prussian officers. In
The Lab’s many academic and corporate the 1930s, the Army Air Corps purchased
partners include MIT, UC Berkeley, Dolby the first mechanical flight simulator from
aviation pioneer Edwin Link, whose “Blue
and Lucasfilm.
Like Enduring Freedom and old-time
Please see “New Media,” page six.
war newsreels, the real-world look of
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New Media Finds Its Place in the New World Order
Continued from page five.
Box” trainer had previously been used as a
Coney Island midway attraction. The first
home video-game system, the 1972
Magnavox Odyssey, was developed at
Sanders Associates, a military contracting
firm. Later, the army collaborated with Atari
to retool its 1980 arcade game Battlezone
for training use. The marines followed suit
in 1994 with id Software’s gory shooter
D o o m. Today numerous commercial games
like Electronic Arts’ Jane’s Fleet Command
and MacSoft’s Tom Clancy’s Rogue Spear
are used throughout the armed forces as
training aids, supplementing the scores of
computerized systems developed purely for
use within the armed forces.
America’s Army isn’t the only militaryfunded game available to the public. A sexysounding but clunky set of PC games called

“You can see them in the
field, in subsequent years,
dedicated young men and
women, their we ap o n s
merged into an information
network that enables them
to cut out with surgical
precision the cancer that
threatens us all — heatpacking humanitarians who
leave the innocent
unscathed, and full of
re n ewed hope.”
Real War and Real War: Rogue States are
modified versions of Joint Force
Employment, a trainer developed for the
Department of Defense that pits U.S. forces
against a global terrorist threat. A more
glamorous project is underway at the
Institute for Creative Technologies, a USCbased think tank created in 1999 with a $45million investment from the army to bring
together Hollywood, the gaming industry
and academia to develop advanced military
training systems. Consultants include directors Randal Kleiser (Grease) and John
Milius (Conan the Barbarian), as well as
several members of The Sims’ support team.
Developed with Sony Pictures
Imageworks and other partners, the ICT
Games Project plans a 2003 launch for a
pair of games set in an Eastern European
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urban setting in which American troops bat- patriotic Conflict: Desert Storm and
tle “unconventional” and “asymmetrical” Vietcong are both distributed by Take 2
threats. The first Full Spectrum Command Interactive, the same umbrella corporation
will be released for PCs; a variant, Full that owns Rockstar Games, maker of notoriSpectrum Wa rr i o r, will be made for com- ously ultraviolent anarchy fests Grand Theft
mercial console systems like Sony’s Auto: Vice City and State of Emerg e n c y. In
Playstation 2. While the army will help the U.S., all these war-based games are rated
develop and use the games, it tries to dis- “T,” for Teen, while Rockstar’s products are
tance itself from their commercialization. strictly adults-only. Apparently violence is
ICT creative director Jim Korris says Full fine for kids if they’re learning the right verSpectrum “is not intended as a recruiting sion of history to go with it.
tool. There is a stipulation from the army
Used for recruitment or not, these milthat packaging and advertising for a com- itary games partake in the same nerd-friendmercial version does not express or imply ly ideology of technological reassurance
any kind of U.S. Army endorsement.” The seen in Enduring Fre e d o m, and encourage
games, say Korris, “could be a particularly fantasies of super-clean pure war. Whether
effective way for people in the U.S. Army to players think this is more plausible than,
develop and hone their skills … particularly say, Grand Theft A u t o’s carnage carnival is
for soldiers who grew up playing computer tough to say. But even savvy cultural comgames. There is no guarantee that these mentators can be duped into thinking that
products can be successfully adapted for war should be just like a video game. In a
commercial audiences.”
recent feature about America’s Army,
But commercial software developers salon.com game columnist Wagner James
are already testing the market for a new Au naively waxed poetic on the utopian
breed of let’s-roll-playing games. One of the capabilities of joystick warriors:
most strikingly opportunistic is Gotham
“You can see them in the field, in subGames’ Conflict: Desert Storm for sequent years, dedicated young men and
Playstation 2, XBox and GameCube, women, their weapons merged into an inforreleased in October to coincide with Bush’s mation network that enables them to cut out
own upgraded call for a new war on Iraq. with surgical precision the cancer that
Marketed with the tagline “No Diplomats. threatens us all — heat-packing humanitariNo Negotiation. No Surrender,” Conflict ans who leave the innocent unscathed, and
lets participants play either U.S. Special full of renewed hope. In their wake, democForces or British SAS to pursue a series of racy, literacy and an Arab world restored to
missions based loosely on real events in the full flower, as it deserves to be, an equal in
Gulf War. In one mission, soldiers employ a burgeoning global culture, defended on all
C4 explosive to disable Scud missiles fronts by the best of the digital generation.”
intended for Israel; in another, gamers can
If only it were that easy. While it might
use a sniper rifle to take down “General be fun for homebound warriors to geek out
Aziz,” a mustachioed Saddam Hussein on gory, virtual thrills, real-world militarylookalike (no relation, Gotham reps claim, issue body bags don’t come equipped with a
to former Iraqi foreign minister Tariq Aziz). replay option.
Conflict: Desert Storm isn’t alone in
reworking historical battles for modern-day A version of this article first appeared in
playtime. A number of games, including The Village Voice, November 13 - 19, 2002.
Electronic Arts’ recent Medal of Honor:
Frontline, have recreated WWII battles,
while upcoming
games
like
Gathering
of
Developers’
Vietcong
and
Scent-Free
N o v a L o g i c ’s
Bodywork and Massage Therapy
Delta
Force:
Black Hawk Down
will allow players
to seek virtual
Robin Faye
774-9547
revenge
for
American losses in
761 Westminster Avenue
Vietnam
and
Winnipeg • Manitoba • R3G 1A6
Somalia. The neo-
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The Road to Peace Needs No Map
by Hasan Abu Nimah
from the Electronic Intifada
In his inaugural speech before the Dead Sea
extraordinary session of the World
Economic Forum (WEF), His Majesty King
Abdullah urged the Palestinians, the Israelis
and the international community to stay the
course of Middle East peace. This peace,
the King said, can be reached by implementing the Road Map through “real commitment that will test our leadership,
resources, and our deepest morality.”
Actually there is no question as to the
genuine commitment either of the
Palestinian side, which unconditionally
accepted the Road Map the moment it was
presented to the newly formed Palestinian
Cabinet, or of the Arab side, which, over a
year ago, also endorsed the Arab Initiative
at the Beirut annual ordinary summit, offering Israel full peace with every Arab country in return for an Israeli withdrawal to the
June, 1967 lines and an Israeli recognition
of Palestinian rights as defined under UN
resolutions and international law.
There should be no question either
about the commitment of the international
community, or, for that matter, the four
members of the Quartet, of which the UN,
representing the entire international community, (oddly) forms only one part out of four.
What remains crucially lacking, therefore, is Israel’s commitment; and what needs
truly to be tested is the leadership and morality of those, mainly in the U.S., who have the
means, but not yet the will or the moral aptitude, to enforce the just and appropriate
implementation of the Road Map, rather than
protect Israel’s procrastination and defiance
toward even a U.S.-sponsored plan.
It is true that, without immense U.S.
pressure, the Sharon government would not
have endorsed the Road Map. But it is also
true that, by endorsing the dozen or more
reservations upon which Israel conditioned
its acceptance, Washington has rendered
Israeli acceptance meaningless. What followed from that point on has been futile,
obstructive and even counterproductive.
At the Aqaba summit, intended to further consolidate the resolve to advance the
cause of peace, the Palestinian commitment
was, as demanded, so unreserved and so
unequivocal it got Prime Minister Abbas in
serious trouble with his people for having
accepted too much, consequently weakening his ability to rein in the other resistance
groups and make them abide by the position
of the Palestinian National Authority.

Ariel Sharon,
on the other hand
was
not
only
allowed to renege
on his previous
sham commitment,
he was also enabled
to make additional
illegal gains that
further
erode
Palestinian rights
and the goal of
President Bush meets with Saudi Prince Abdullah
peace. Rather than
(left) and Jordan’s King Hussein (centre, left) at
force Sharon to clarify his commitment
Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt, June 3, 2003.
and to stop the
Another dangerous gain for Sharon was
manoeuvring and the playing of games,
Sharon nevertheless found an escape under the newly formulated recognition of “the
the guise of more of his well known linguis- right of Israel to exist as a Jewish state,”
adding to its already exclusionist and distic deceptions and hoaxes.
One of the essential elements of the criminatory, if not outright racist, nature
Road Map is a requirement upon Israel to another dimension. Apparently Abbas
freeze settlement activity. In Aqaba, Sharon declined the American demand that he himmanaged, with American endorsement, to self announce the new recognition to seal
reduce this demand to a mere promise of once and for all any Palestinian follow-up on
removing “unauthorized outposts.” Even in the right of return of refugees — seemingly
the Israeli and American press, the towing the main purpose of the recognition. The
away of uninhabited caravans and kiosks, danger transcends the fatal elimination of the
placed for the sole purpose of making their inalienable rights of diaspora Palestinians,
removal later look like a concession, is no encompassing also the one million or more
more than a laughable gimmick that should Israeli Palestinian Arabs, whose existence in
never have been part of any serious debate Israel would be directly threatened, their staabout the security of millions of Arabs and tus delegitimized for not being Jewish.
To compound the Israelis’ o b s t r u cJews in this troubled region.
The other Road Map promise of ending tions, the assassinations and routine atrociIsrael’s occupation of the West Bank and ties have remained so frequent that it was
Gaza has been treated in the same shifty impossible not to provoke retaliation, and
Sharonian manner, and with the same equally impossible for the PNA to enforce
unhelpful summit endorsement. When any ban on Palestinian violence. The June
Sharon surprised the world a few days 21 Hebron assassination of Hamas member
before the Sharm El Sheikh and Aqaba sum- Abdullah Qawasmeh and the assassinations
mits by uttering the word “occupation,” that followed in Beit Hanoun are only more
strictly banned in Israeli lexicon, it was flagrant examples of Israeli effrontery.
Was Israel firmly asked by the U.S. to
hailed by many as a breakthrough. But it
turned out to be just another gimmick. It is cease these provocations as an essential
the occupation of the Palestinian people, not prerequisite for pacification? Probably, but
the Israelis reserved the right to attack if
the Palestinian land, which is to be ended.
His plan to herd the West Bank there is a “ticking bomb,” providing them
Palestinians into four cantons covering only the cover needed to attack with impunity.
Instead of demanding Israeli compli42 per cent of West Bank territory, subject
to Israeli occupation and separated from ance, Washington continues to facilitate
one another by the settlements, was also Sharon’s evasiveness and accept his tricktacitly granted at the summit. The only ery, and continues to follow him down any
price Sharon had to pay for this was a mis- blind alley or detour to nowhere. Only the
chievous mention of the contiguity of the U.S. has the power to make peace work.
“Palestinian state”; mischievous because, if Until it decides to do so, the region will
the Road Map truly means what it says have to be kept on tranquilizers.
about ending the occupation up to the June
4 lines, the Sharon promise of contiguity The writer is a former ambassador of
Jordan to the UN.
would be totally irrelevant.
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ghosts

of

terrorisms
past

“Terrorism is the best political
weapon, for nothing drives
people harder than a fear of
sudden death.” —Adolf Hitler

“By the most brutal methods of terrorism,
a regime sought to maintain an existence
that was condemned by the overwhelming
majority of its people.... I have endeavoured to find some way to alleviate a tragic fate. One agreement was signed only to
be broken. I then tried a second time to
bring about an understanding. A few
weeks later, we were forced to the conclusion that the [Austrian] government had
no intention of carrying out this agreement.... I have determined, therefore, to
place the help of our country at the service
of these millions. Since this morning, our
soldiers are on the march across all of
Austria’s frontiers.
—Adolf Hitler, March 12, 1938,
in justification of his invasion of Austria
“We are not moved by hatred against any
other nation.... I know how grave a thing
war is. I wanted to spare our people such
an evil. It is not so much the country
[Czechoslovakia]; it is rather its leader
[Dr. Edward Benes]. He has led a reign of
terror. He has hurled countless people
into the profoundest misery. Through his
continuous terrorism, he has succeeded in
reducing millions of his people to silence.
The Czech maintenance of a tremendous
military arsenal can only be regarded as a
focus of danger.... I am no longer willing
to remain inactive while this madman illtreats millions of human beings.”
—Adolf Hitler, April 14, 1938, on the
merits of invading Czechoslovakia
“The wave of appalling terrorism against
the [minority] inhabitants of Poland, and
the atrocities that have been taking place
in that country are terrible for the victims.... We will not continue to tolerate
the persecution of the minority, the killing
of many, and their forcible removal under
the most cruel conditions. I see no way by
which I can induce the government of
Poland to adopt a peaceful solution. But I
should despair of any honourable future
for my own people if we were not, in one
way or another, to solve this question.”
—Adolf Hitler, August 23, 1939,
advocating the invasion of Poland
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Dispatch
Project Peacemakers
News and Upcoming Events
Project Peacemakers extends a heartfelt Welcome! to new staff member
Derrick Martens, who comes to us
through Mennonite Voluntary Service
as a term volunteer. Derrick recently
worked in Georgia, U.S.A., where he
completed a service assignment with
Jubilee Partners.
New Peacemakers Board Elected
Congratulations to all the following
pe r s o n s, who were elected or reelected to the Project Peacemakers
Board at the recent May 22 AGM:
Ernie Penner, Chair
Beverley Ridd, Chair, Finance Ctee.
Ruth Taronno • Dianne Cooper
Kathleen Venema • Kenton Lobe
Ginny Twomey • John Derkson
We are still seeking a few more Board
members. The Board normally meets
the second Monday of every month.
Interested parties should contact the
office, at 775-8178.
Remembering Hiroshima/Nagasaki
Please join us on August 6 (August 9
in case of rain) at Memorial Park for a
lantern-lighting ceremony to commemorate the victims of the first
atomic bombs. Exact time still TBA.
Anne Bishop Workshop Event
Peacemakers members and others
should mark October 18 in their calendars for a two-day workshop featuring Anne Bishop, author of
Becoming an Ally: Breaking the Cycle of
Oppression in People. The workshop
will include an exercise to introduce
the concepts of oppression and privilege, as well as work focusing on two
case studies. Location and cost TBA, as
yet. This event was initiated by the
Centre for Christian Studies.
Project Peacemakers
20th Anniversary Dinner
Saturday, October 25, at 6:30 p.m.
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Bethel Mennonite Church
We will be recognizing founding
members, former staff, and donor
churches and organizations, as well as
celebrating the past 20 years.
Speaker:
Le s l ey
Hughes,
Winnipeg journalist and producer of
this year’s Fringe Fe s t i val play
“Bloomberg’s Radio” (please visit
www.bloombergsradio.com).
Also, Project Peacemakers’ Joan
Melanson Award will be presented to
Doug McMurtry for his work in
peace-building activities.
Tickets: $20; $10 low income.
Limited seats, so get yours early.
Contact the office at 775-8178 for
more information or to arrange to
pick up your tickets.
“Witness to Resistance”
Canada-Palestine Support Network
( I nte rn ational Solidarity Move m e nt,
Winnipeg Local) presents its second
annual Palestine Solidarity Dinner
Sunday, August 10, from 6 to 10 p.m.
in the University of Winnipeg’s Riddell
Cafeteria. Vegetarian and veganfriendly. Silent auction.
Speaker: U of M Professor
Howard Dav i d s o n, who visited
Israel/Palestine earlier this year.
For tickets ($25 regular; $10 low
income) call 783-0787 ext. 3, or e-mail
winnipeg@ismcanada.org.

Barry McKay
Consulting
• Computer & Network Tech
Support via phone, e-mail, or
on-site for small- and mediumsized businesses
• Website and E-mail
Hosting packages beginning at
$15 per month
Please call or e-mail for more
information:
204-797-8589
info@barrymckay.com

